FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Hotel Providence and Zentangle Inc.: The Perfect Match in the
Perfect City
Providence, Rhode Island (March 6, 2015) - Hotel Providence has announced
that it will continue to be the preferred hotel for the internationally attended
Teacher Training Seminars for Zentangle, Inc. This partnership, now in its fourth
year, has been a mutually-rewarding collaboration from the start. According to
Hotel Providence’s General Manager, David G. Benton, “Developing our
relationship with Zentangle has been a wonderful journey. We knew we were the
perfect fit, and we’re thrilled to be a partner with them as they continue to touch
people through the experience of Zentangle”.
Zentangle, Inc. hosts CZT (Certified Zentangle Teacher) trainings each
year. Attendees travel from the world over- Europe, the far East, Australia and in
between- to learn and share their passion for Zentangle. The founders of
Zentangle, Rick Roberts and Maria Thomas, agree with our mission. They were
seeking a space that felt organic; an extension of the Zentangle message. The
intimate setting of Hotel Providence allows their attendees to be surrounded by
comfort and beauty and cared for by an empowered hospitality team who believe
that the details matter. Not only is Hotel Providence the perfect venue for the
Zentangle Teacher Trainings, but Providence is an accessible, dynamic city filled

with artistic inspiration. We encourage the attendees to explore the great
architecture and history of Providence as a way to enrich their Zentangle
practice.
Added Benton, “There’s an electricity in the hotel when Zentangle is here.
We all get excited to share the Zentangle story with curious guests -often times
by grabbing a tile and showing them a tangle. But, this relationship is more than
a ‘talking point” for us. Hotel Providence and Zentangle are like family now, and
we treasure that”.
###

About Hotel Providence: Hotel Providence is an independent, 80 room luxury
boutique hotel set in the heart of downtown Providence. Originally built in 1882,
the hotel was refurbished and restored to its turn-of-the-century glory in 2005,
and has been the proud recipient of AAA’s Four Diamond Award for eight
consecutive years. The property, listed on the National Register of Historic
Places, boasts a one of-a-kind art collection and many period touches, while
offering the latest in modern comfort and amenities. The property’s awardwinning restaurant, Aspire Seasonal Kitchen, serves modern cuisine that
showcases the best seasonal, locally sourced offerings and indigenous culinary
traditions. More information about Hotel Providence and Aspire Seasonal Kitchen
is available at: hotelprovidence.com and aspireseasonalkitchen.com
About Zentangle: The Zentangle Method is an easy-to-learn, relaxing, and fun
way to create beautiful images by drawing structured patterns. It increases focus
and creativity, provides artistic satisfaction along with an increased sense of
personal well being. The Zentangle Method is enjoyed all over this world across
a wide range of skills, interests and ages. More information about Zentangle is
available at: http://www.zentangle.com" www.zentangle.com
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